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Abstract
Farmers around the world are becoming more vulnerable due to a rise in variabilities in climatic
conditions and socio-economic circumstances. Concepts dealing with risk management currently
focus on maintaining or recovering the performance of a system, while antifragile systems benefit
from randomness, shocks and variabilities over time and can bounce back better after a disturbance.
With a literature review we show that agroecological farms are dealing better with shocks than
conventional farming systems and how agroecology fits the concepts of antifragility. The similarities
we found were (1) benefitting from higher optionality (which means having several options that allow
a system to evolve) (2) the importance of experiments, (3) the emphasis of traditional knowledge, (4)
mimicry of natural systems and (5) the exclusion of fragilizing elements. Three strategies were found
to be especially important for a system to become antifragile: increasing optionality, building of
stocks and creating independence. To verify these concepts, we conducted Focus Group Discussions
and interviews with farmers and policy makers at different levels to analyse the fragility of the
agricultural system in Bihar, India. We found that most of the farmers were fragile, there was a lack
of community-structures and farmers were embedded in a top-down policy system that is further
fragilizing them. In contrast to the fragile farmers, we give examples of four antifragile farmers from
the study area in Bihar, which show that it is possible to become more antifragile in a fragilizing
environment. These farmers have different ways of improvement but put all more emphasis on the
three strategies suggested above. More empirical evidence is needed to verify this framework, which
ultimately can lead to better functioning of agricultural systems towards improved food security and
farmers livelihoods. The antifragility approach provides a new lens on agroecology and emphasizes
the potential of its application for sustainable development in the farming sector.

Glossary
•

Agricultural system: A system in a region comprised of farming systems, the community
surrounding the farmers and the policy-structures they are embedded in

•

Agroecology: An alternative farming practice, but also a science and a movement with
focus on ecosystem services.

•

Antifragility: Property of a system that benefits from shocks, stressors, volatility, noise etc.
over time. It is the contrary of fragility, hence vulnerability.

•

Barbel strategy: A dual strategy combining two extremes: playing safe in some areas
(achieving robustness by minimizing downsides) and taking a lot of small risks in other
areas (creating room for positive outcomes), hence achieving antifragility.

•

Hormesis: A form of overcompensation, expressed in accumulation of molecules (muscles)
or organs (plants, tillers) that allows organisms to withstand increased stresses during
subsequent disturbances.

•

Iatrogenics: Naïve Intervention. An intervention that causes more harm than benefit.

•

Lindy-Effect: Learning from the past. Systems in the past have evolved due to many
disturbances over time and are hence antifragile.

•

Mimicry: The application of principles and processes from nature to other systems.

•

Three strategies to improve a system:
o Independence: Independence from larger structures (autonomy).
o Optionality: Having several options that help a system evolve over time.
o Stocks: Storing resources that allow an advantage when a disruption appears.

•

Trial & Error: Experiments resulting in successes and errors. Both results are used as
information and lead to continuous improvement and adaptation.

•

Via Negativa: Removing fragilizing elements and processes as a first step to become
antifragile.
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1. Introduction
Farmers around the world face a variety of challenges nowadays and will be facing even more
challenges in the future. Among the major challenges are variabilities in climatic conditions and
changes in socio-economic circumstances (Urruty et al., 2016; Meybeck et al., 2012). The
development of farming systems over the past 50 years has increased the farmers dependence on
fossil fuels and their derivatives like chemical fertilizers and pesticides (Boincean & Francis, 2017)
as well as on subsidies, price support and hybrid seeds (Rigby & Cáceres, 2001). The market prices
for many agricultural commodities have become very volatile and unpredictable (Bakas &
Triantafyllou, 2019). In the future, the frequency and intensity of climatic events as well as other
disturbances are expected to increase (Smith, 2014), which puts farmers at risk.
A risk is an event that has a high probability to affect a system heavily (Aven, 2015). The
severity of the impact depends on the intensity and frequency of the event. An event that occurs
frequently and/or impacts the system heavily is putting a high risk on the system. Events that have a
longer duration and medium intensity are spreading the risk and are defined as stresses, whereas
sudden disturbances with short durations are defined as shocks. While stresses are often predictable,
sudden perturbations (shocks) are not predictable (Darnhofer et al., 2010). To get a thorough
understanding of the risks farmers are facing, the farming systems and how they are embedded in
community and political structures must be analysed. Our modern agricultural systems (including
farmers, communities and policy-informers) are often highly risk prone as disturbances have
tremendous impacts on them (Government of Bihar, 2014).
Common concepts dealing with risks related to variabilities that get ample attention at the
moment are vulnerability, robustness and resilience (Groot et al., 2016; Shukla et al., 2018; Darnhofer
et al., 2010). Vulnerability is defined as the susceptibility of a system to a disruption or damage. The
system is not able to cope and adapt to a disruption and is hence fragile (De Goede et al., 2013).
Robustness is the ability of a system to maintain its productive and stable state when a disturbance
occurs (Keulen et al., 2005; Sabatier & Mouysset, 2018). Resilience instead is the ability of a system
to recover from disturbances, also through re-organization of the structures and functions over time
(IPCC, 2014).
The current concepts of robustness and resilience are focussing on remaining or returning to
the previous state without mentioning the possibility to improve. But systems have the ability to
improve over time (Darnhofer, 2010) as new approaches provide opportunities for improvement and
go beyond buffering and sustaining. Randomness, time, disturbances, and uncertainty can trigger such
systemic change. This idea is explained by Taleb (2012) in his book about antifragility. Antifragile
systems are the opposite of fragile (hence vulnerable) systems as they can benefit from volatility and
bounce back better after a disturbance.
Agroecology also focuses on decreasing the vulnerability of agricultural systems. It is a
farming practice, a science and a social movement and can meet ecological, economic and social
needs, support farmers’ food sovereignty, lead to greater environmental sustainability and higher
overall productivity at farm level (Silici, 2014). Agroecological practices emphasize the
diversification of farms and landscapes, the use of traditional knowledge and increasing biodiversity
and soil organic carbon as well as water harvesting (Altieri et al., 2015). The popularity of
agroecology is increasing but does not receive much attention in policy making yet (Wezel et al.,
2018).
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The aim of this study is to present the concept of antifragility in an agricultural context. First,
a conceptual framework is presented for the analysis of the vulnerability of agricultural systems. Then
the current industrial and alternative agricultural systems are analysed and compared to the ideas of
antifragility with a special focus on agroecology. Finally, to verify the concept and its interpretations,
an example of an agricultural system is provided, and it is analysed how fragile it is. The agricultural
system in Bihar (India) is chosen as an example because farmers in this region face many agriculturerelated problems and the approach in this study has great potential to improve the farming systems
and livelihood of the farmers.

2. Materials and Methods
A glossary was created to make the text more understandable. The term “agricultural system”
was especially developed to have a term that includes farming systems, the community as well as the
policy-structure influencing the farmers in a specific region.
2.1. Developing a conceptual framework for antifragility
A literature review was conducted to conceptualise antifragility and to determine links with
related concepts such as resilience and robustness. To identify what antifragility implies, the book
“Antifragile. Things that gain from Disorder.” (Taleb, 2012) was used as an important resource.
Different types of antifragility, depending on the type of system (socio-economic or natural), were
formulated. For the illustration of evolutionary antifragility (one of the types), examples are given,
and an Agent-Based-Model was developed, using NetLogo. Finally, to make the concept applicable,
specific strategies were formulated that have the potential to analyse and increase the antifragility of
agricultural systems. These were based on both literature as well as on general reflections about
antifragility.
2.2. Analysing the antifragility of current agricultural systems
To depict agricultural systems and their development in agriculture over the last 50 years, the
vulnerability of current agricultural systems and its implications was studied with several resources
and scientific papers. Especially the view of agroecology on this development was thoroughly studied
and described. The most important ideas of antifragility were compared with agroecology.
2.3. Studying the fragility of the agricultural production system in Bihar
2.3.1. Study location
To verify the conceptual framework, a field study in Bihar, India, was conducted. The aim
was to assess the (anti-) fragility of the local agricultural system and to verify the ideas developed in
the literature review. Bihar is a state in the Indo-Gangetic Plains (IGP) as depicted in Figure 1a, which
is the main food producing region in South Asia. It is one of the states that depends most on agriculture
as it contributes to one fourth of the Gross Domestic Product and employs 81% of its population
(Government of Bihar, 2014). The access to new technologies is low and Bihar remains with many
problems like small land holding sizes and poor input and output infrastructures (Jat et al., 2014). The
frequency and intensity of natural hazards is increasing and Bihar is highly prone to floods in the
north and droughts in the south (Government of Bihar, 2014). Farmers’ yields (especially that of rice)
2

and incomes are suffering from these disturbances (IANS, 2019) and the urgency to improve the
farmers situation is high. The focus of the study was therefore on the farming systems and how they
are embedded in communities and policy-structures.

Figure 1: The places where the field work was conducted:
(a) Location of Bihar in India (b) Location of Samastipur and Vaishali district in Bihar

2.3.2. Focus Group Discussions
The study of the farming systems took place from mid-January to mid-February 2020 in the
villages Chaundali (Samastipur district) and Nirpur (Vaishali district) which can be seen in Figure
1b. Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) were held for different farm types according to the typology
developed by Lopez-Ridaura et al. (2018) in each village. The typology is based on the resource
endowment and the type of farming system. To select the farmers for the FGDs, a short survey was
filled in by randomly selected farmers in the two villages, going door to door. The survey included
questions about the income, the farm size, the number of household members, the crops grown in
each season, livestock, and off-farm-income. The complete description of the survey is in Appendix
2. For each of the five farm types (per village), ten farmers were invited to the discussions resulting
in a total of 100 FGD participants. Questions were asked about the obstacles they are facing currently
on their farm, which effects these have on the farming system and what they could do to overcome
these. Furthermore, questions were asked about each of the three strategies. The format of the Focus
Group Discussions can be found in Appendix 3.
2.3.3. Interviews
For the study of the policy-structures surrounding the farmers, policy-informers as well as
extension providers and researchers at all levels from state to village level were interviewed in
Muzzafarpur, which is the capital of one of the districts in Bihar, in Pusa, which is a university village
in Samastipur district and in Patna, the capital of Bihar. In total, three vision makers on state level,
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two implementers at lower levels, six knowledge generators and two advisors were interviewed.
Questions were asked about their responsibilities in the food system and achievements they have
made. They were also asked about disturbances they could face and disturbances they think farmers
could face. The exact format of the interview can be found in Appendix 4. For the community
analysis, important community-members like a former village head and two sarpanch (assistants of
the village head) were interviewed about the role of the community in the village. Finally, two inputshop owners were asked about their businesses and their interactions with farmers.
2.4. Assessment of antifragile farmers
One aim was to specifically look for farmers that are doing better than the average (positive
deviant). Therefore, policy-informers as well as the extension service providers were asked to give
suggestions for especially good farmers in Samastipur and Vaishali district, but also in the
surroundings of Patna. Among all the suggestions, seven farmers were visited and interviewed about
their farming systems as well as the three strategies and the reasons why they changed their farming
practices. To depict how much attention farmers paid to the three strategies, the share of all fragile
farmers to these strategies is evaluated and taken as a reference to compare the more antifragile
farmers with it. For each measure increasing optionality, a farmer gets one point on the scale and for
each element increasing the stocks or the independence, the farmers get one point per strategy. Also,
for the four antifragile farmers, charts were developed, and the measures were added on top of the
points of the fragile farmers as the antifragile farmers have the same features and even more. The
charts are just descriptive and do not contain quantitative data.

3. Conceptual Framework
3.1. The concept of antifragility
Antifragile systems have in common that they benefit from variability and disturbances more
than they experience harm. Possible opportunities (positive outcomes) of a disturbance are
emphasized and related risks are minimized. When a disturbance occurs, an antifragile system shows
a convex response curve as it is positively impacted. Figure 2a shows a convex curve, where the curve
is steeper at the positive side and the benefits related to the event are higher than the costs. If the
curve is concave as in Figure 2b, the costs are higher than that the benefits and the system is fragile.
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Figure 2: Nonlinearities in systems: The x-axis shows the generic increase in dose, while the y-axis
shows the generic reduce in costs and increase in benefits. At the moment of the disturbance, the
systems performance is at the black arrow. For (a) the convex curve, the benefits from the disturbance
are bigger than the losses, depicting an antifragile response. For (b) the concave curve, the losses
are bigger than the gains, depicting a fragile response.
To illustrate the different concepts dealing with vulnerability, they are depicted in Figure 3.
The performance of (a) a fragile system decreases over time due to disturbances, (b) a robust system
is not affected, while (c) a resilient system recovers. The performance of (d), (e), (f) antifragile
systems increases due to disturbances instead.
All antifragile systems have in common, that they are composed of smaller subunits that can
range from molecules and organisms to enterprises and institutions. The subunits need to be exposed
to stressors and the surviving units need to be able to reproduce and bring a change (Dellanna, 2019).
Only if these conditions apply, a system can become antifragile. Antifragility is context-dependent
and can occur in socio-economic as well as ecological systems and there are different ways of
benefitting from disturbances. It can also occur at different levels of a system. In a top-down system,
if a disturbance occurs for a subunit, it does not affect the units above much. However, when a higher
level faces a disturbance, the units below also get affected. The higher levels are fragilizing the ones
below and are becoming antifragile on costs of the lower levels. To specify different applications of
antifragility, we differentiate three different types.
3.2. Different types of antifragility
Antifragile systems show a convex response curve as explained earlier. For the first type of
antifragility, variabilities in the amount applied lead to an average that is higher than the distribution
as can be seen in Figure 3e. If a farmer applies fertilizers to his crops and he always puts the same
amount, the outcome will always be the same (Point c, Figure 3e). If he varies the amount he applies
(Points a1 and a2, Figure 3e), he can achieve a response that is higher as the mean between a1 and a2
is higher than the actual application amounts (Point b, Figure 3e). So, the mean response is higher
than the distribution. Positive outcomes are more likely in an antifragile system than negative
outcomes and the system benefits from variability (Taleb, 2012).
The second type of antifragility is called Evolutionary Antifragility which is depicted in
Figure 3d. As some individuals are less adjusted or more vulnerable to the disturbances than others,
they are removed from the system and as a result the overall fitness of the group improves. This leads
to adaptation over several generations, creating antifragility over time (Taleb, 2012). The important
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vectors in this evolutionary process are recombination and selection of subunits. These processes are
depicted and illustrated in a self-developed Agent-Based-Model (ABM) which can be found in
Appendix 1. In the ABM, a population of plants faces disturbances and, as a result develops towards
better performance.
A well-studied sub-form of evolutionary antifragility is hormesis. It is a form of
overcompensation, expressed in accumulation of molecules (muscles) or organs (plants, tillers) that
allows organisms to withstand increased stresses during subsequent disturbances. It is a biological
phenomenon, which can e.g. lead to an improvement in growth after a disturbance in plants. The
disturbance at plant level can be grazing (or mowing), after which plants reinforce cell walls, making
them healthier and leading to a higher biomass production as an overreaction (Danchin et al., 2011).
Plants increase the number of tillers which leads to a denser vegetation cover and light interception,
improving the canopy development of grass. After facing a stress for the first time the plant can react
differently to the stress the next time it encounters it as the plants performance is improved
(Avramova, 2015). The responses achieved through hormesis can also result in resistance to diseases,
production of secondary metabolites, and increased yields and growth (Vargas-hernandez et al.,
2017). However, when the intensity of a shock exceeds a certain threshold, the system or the entity
can break.
Evolution cannot only be found in natural systems, but also in socio-economic systems.
Several actors involved in such systems can get influenced by disturbances. Some of them perform
better after a disturbance than others. Those that perform better will change the system and others
will learn from their success stories. If some of the actors fail, others can also learn from the
experience. Finally, the system improves due to the variety in reactions to these systems and due to
the development of knowledge (Toth et al. 2016). Disturbances are an important source of
information (Taleb, 2012).
In contrast to biological systems, there is no upper limit to the intensity of the disturbances in
socio-economic systems from which they can benefit. Socio-economic systems can benefit from
extreme responses as depicted in Figure 3f. As an example, two companies producing organic
fertilizers are competing on the market. One of them invested a lot in storage rooms, while the other
company did not invest in a storage room. If suddenly the market price for organic fertilizers increases
immensely due to new policies, the one that invested in a storage possibility can benefit from the
increased market price.
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Figure 3: Different responses of systems to disturbances. The x-axis depicts the generic performance
of the system, while the x-axis depicts a generic dose. The blue lines in the first four graphs depict
the intensity of the variation of external influences and disturbances, while the black lines depict the
performance indicator for fragile, robust, resilient and antifragile systems. (a) Fragility: the
performance decreases with every disturbance, (b) Robustness: the performance stays unaffected,
(c) Resilience: the performance recovers after a disturbance and returns to its old state, (d)
Antifragility – Evolutionary: with each disturbance, the performance improves, (e) Antifragility –
Mean Response: the mean response (and therefore performance) is higher than the distribution and
(f) Antifragility – Extreme Response: a socio-economic system benefits from extreme responses.
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3.3. Strategies to improve antifragility
All these points are good starting points for a system to become more antifragile, however for
an application to real systems, more concrete strategies are needed. Therefore, we identified three
strategies that are applicable at all levels of a system.
3.3.1. Optionality
The first strategy is to increase optionality, which is defined as having several options in a
system that allow the system to evolve over time (Taleb, 2012, p. 201). It helps to avoid and overcome
lock-ins, as practices can always be changed when new information (e.g. in form of a disturbance)
appears (Taleb, 2012, p. 444). The concept will be described in more details in Section 4.2.1..
3.3.2. Stocks
The second strategy is to increase stocks. Stocks can buffer variabilities and increase the
robustness (Taleb, 2012, p. 475). Eventually, systems can also benefit from stocks as surpluses can
become useful when disturbances occur (Taleb, 2012, p. 58). Surpluses are moving the system from
buffering to optimizing. It is over-insuring a system and a central strategy of risk management in
nature. As an example, if a farmer stores a surplus amount of what he produced, he can sell it for a
better price when a disruption in the supply of his product occurs. The farmer benefits from the
supply-disruption (Taleb, 2012, p. 58).
3.3.3. Independence
The third strategy is to become more independent from larger structures. Self-sufficiency is
important because it can lead to more freedom of choice. Taleb (2012, p. 194) describes that e.g.
financial independence leaves more freedom for investments. Independent decisions are taken
individually, without the influence of bigger structures and therefore also lead to greater diversity
(Taleb, 2012, p. 195). Several independent small units lead to lower vulnerability than interconnected
bigger ones, because they do not threaten the system as much as dependent bigger units (Taleb, 2012,
p. 114). Larger structures can fragilize smaller units (Taleb, 2012, p. 19), as a big company can make
smaller companies (or farmers) dependent on their sales and become antifragile, while the farmers
become very fragile. These dependences need to be avoided and co-operations should rather be
created as bottom-up approaches. The bottom-up approach is further emphasized as “[…] everything
top-down fragilizes and blocks antifragility and growth, everything bottom-up thrives under the right
amount of stress and disorder.“ (Taleb, 2012, p. 18).
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4. Review - Antifragility in agricultural systems
To apply these concepts, we look at our current agricultural systems, consisting of several
levels. Each level can face different disturbances and interact with another level; however, it is still a
hierarchical system as depicted in Figure 4. How a fragile, robust or antifragile subsystem on each
level could look like can be found in Appendix 5.

Figure 4: Different levels (subsystems) of an agricultural system, including the levels below the
farming system and their possible disturbances.
4.1. Fragilization through industrial agriculture
Agricultural systems have gone through a process of fragilization in the last century as food
production shifted from traditional farming to industrial agriculture (Gliessman, 2015). The green
revolution has not only increased yields and decreased hunger over the last 50 years (Davis et al.,
2019). It has also led to a high dependence on inputs (with huge side-effects) and a loss in diversity
in landscapes and within farming systems (DeFries et al., 2004). Farmers now rely on monoculture
cropping systems which can lead to big losses on all levels in case of economic and climatic
catastrophes (Heinemann et al., 2014; Altieri et al., 2015; Taleb, 2012). These catastrophes are
classified as “Black Swans” which are defined as unpredictable rare events with big impacts (Taleb,
2012). Farmers are dependent on large, multinational companies as they rely on their inputs. In the
meantime, the companies are becoming antifragile at the cost of the farmers (IPES-Food, 2018). The
advertisement and use of pesticides and fertilizers also has tremendous negative side effects on the
environment. Chemicals are polluting soils and groundwaters and are threatening ecosystems and
human health (Gliessman, 2015). The use of chemical inputs and hybrid seeds was initially meant to
improve the system; however, it is a form of intervention which is not only beneficial as it also harms
the ecosystem (an effect called Iatrogenics) (Taleb, 2012). The necessity of using them is debatable
as in traditional farming systems, natural pest control and fertilization were working well. With the
9

impacts of climate change, farming systems are predicted to face even more variabilities due to
changes in rainfall patterns and climatic conditions (Gliessman, 2015). Appendix 6 presents
narratives of two contrasting farms (Section A6.1.) and an analysis of the vulnerability of organic and
biodynamic farming (Sections A6.2. and A6.3.)
4.2. Are agroecological systems more antifragile?
In contrast to industrial agricultural systems, agroecological systems are designed to be more
resilient. Agroecology is a farming practice, a social movement and a science (Gliessman, 2015) and
involves far more than only the production of food. It shifts the attention from increasing productivity
to ecosystem services (Teixeira et al., 2018). The most important principles of agroecology are
increasing diversity, context-specificity and use of traditional knowledge as well as strengthening of
synergies between living beings, increasing resource-use efficiency, recycling, resilience, supporting
human and social values, culture and food traditions as well as responsible governance and circular
economy (FAO, 2018). The principles of agroecology can be further explained and illustrated with
the ideas of antifragility. In the following we are comparing agroecology with the concept of
antifragility and explain how they can support each other.
4.2.1 Optionality
One important strategy of antifragility is to increase optionality which is also mentioned in
the conceptual framework. In agroecology, there is an emphasis on diversification at all levels to be
able to buffer against changing temperature and rainfall patterns and other disturbances (Altieri &
Koohafkan, 2013). At field level, polycultures are achieving a greater yield stability and plants are
suffering less from diseases and pest outbreaks (Altieri et al., 2015). Diversification alone is not
enough though, but it can lead to an increase in optionality.
At farm level, optionality means the inclusion of several practices, e.g. not only crops but also
livestock or mushroom production. All practices need close monitoring to gain new information
(Westgate et al., 2013), creating an evolutionary potential (Rammel & Bergh, 2003). Through
reorganisation and renewal processes following disturbances, diversity can lead to evolutionary
adaptation (Folke et al., 2002), which is also explained in the second type of antifragility. When a
farmer has several options and a disturbance occurs, some of the options perform better than others
and the farming system can be adjusted to improve its overall performance. Another approach to
diversity at (family) farm level is to diversify the activities of the farm household members by
including on- and off-farm activities. Diverse resources on the farm like labour, knowledge, networks,
arable land, grassland etc. can be invested in different projects (Crini & Lichtfouse, 2019). Diversity
focuses on different functional traits in different species, so if a disturbance occurs, other species
become dominant. Redundancy instead means having multiple species with overlapping functional
traits. If one species collapses, the function can be maintained by others, which is also an important
strategy of antifragility (Taleb, 2012).
Taleb (2012) suggests that the best strategy within optionality is the Barbell-Strategy. This
strategy includes the investment in both, very safe (but not so high-yielding options) and very risky
(but high-yielding) options to minimize possible losses and increase gains. This idea can be
transferred to different levels of an agricultural system and new options can be evaluated through
“Trial and Error”.
10

4.2.2. Trial and Error
Agroecological farmers are often applying “Trial and Error” when they are e.g. testing new
cultivation methods and different seed varieties, thereby achieving a high level of observation and
expertise (Mollison, 1990). These experiments are never completely random as those that fail get
discarded. The ones that are doing well are continued and the area of the successful practices is
increased. It leads to a continuous improvement of the system and creates new information (Shepard,
2013). Constant adaptation can thereby be exercised as decisions are revised with every step (Taleb,
2012). At the moment, most of the research is focussed on finding suitable adaptation methods and
techniques in farming systems that are widely applicable (scalable) and promise high impact on
primary objectives such as productivity (silver bullets) (Regan et al., 2019; Murage et al., 2015;
Cairns et al., 2013), however optionality and “Trial and Error” are not included. But experimentation
can create new knowledge and lead to an evolutionary process, bridging the gap between knowledge
and adaptation. Gliessman (2015) and Taleb (2012) emphasize the importance of empirical
knowledge as it can lead to better-informed decisions.
4.2.3. Learning from the past (Lindy-Effect)
Agroecology is promoting traditional knowledge and farming systems (Altieri et al., 2015).
Systems that survived over time must have experienced many shocks and had to adapt to continuously
changing environments and are therefore expected to be antifragile (Taleb, 2012). Traditional farming
systems are place-specific, less dependent on external inputs and are based on system internal
resources with knowledge that farmers have gained over centuries of farming, also through
experimentation (He et al., 2007). For example, in agroecology the maintenance of local genetic
diversity and associated seed systems are emphasized, increasing the independence (Altieri et al.,
2015).
4.2.4. Mimicry
As more natural systems have survived many years and many shocks, the knowledge about
their functioning can be applied to agricultural systems (Trenbath, 1999). The conscious mimicry of
ecology has the potential to increase the antifragility of farms (Soloviev & Landua, 2016). This also
includes the integration of livestock or trees into a farming system (Altieri et al., 2015). To reach
antifragility it is emphasized that systems are better when they can develop without (naive)
interventions and form a nature-like system (Taleb, 2012).
4.2.5. Via Negativa
As a starting point for a system to become antifragile, elements and processes that lead to
fragilization as well as naïve interventions should be avoided (Taleb, 2012). After the removal of
such elements, more measures can be taken. The same is found in agroecosystems, which have the
ability to heal themselves and to recover once the main source of pollution is removed (Shepard,
2013).
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4.2.6. Stocks and Independence
Increasing stocks and independence are two important strategies of antifragility, as explained
in the conceptual framework. Agroecology emphasizes soil organic matter management as well as
water conservation and harvesting (Altieri et al., 2015). These measures as well as storage
possibilities for produce increase on-farm stocks (Gliessman, 2015). Furthermore, agroecological
movements support the emergence of co-operatives among farmers. If support from outside is offered
to these co-operatives, it is mainly in the emerging state of the co-operative, while they are completely
independent later on (Lucas et al., 2019).

5. Results - Antifragility of the agricultural system in Bihar, India
5.1. The fragility of policy structures
The policy system consisted of a top-down system with many policy-informers “distribut[ing]
information from higher level to ground level, what new technologies are there and what new seeds
are there” according to policy-informer 13 (see Appendix 4). Figure 5 shows the policy-system with
the left side depicting the government structure. The policy-formers were grouped in four groups,
depending on the function. On the top there was the central government of India with the state
government and the district level below which belong to the “vision makers”, as they had freedom in
decision-making. Policy-informers at block, panchayat and the village level were “policy
implementers” as their main function was to pass on information. The extension services which were
directly working with farmers were in the group of “advisors” and the farmers were at the very
bottom. In this structure, information as well as regulations and subsidies passed from the top to the
bottom through all the different levels. Feedback and suggestions from the farmers had to pass the
opposite way through all the levels up to the top. The right side of the diagram with the knowledge
generators includes all actors that are not directly connected to the government like universities and
research institutes as well as extension services, which were grouped in “knowledge generators”.
They had a more direct connection to the farmers. However, none of the structures managed to reach
all the farmers. The independence of the policy-informers decreased from the top to the bottom. The
influencers that had more freedom were extension services and universities as they provided
knowledge and seeds more directly to the farmers and worked independently from the government.
However, research institutes and extension service often lacked a permanent source of income. There
were no stocks of extra labour in the policy system and the money came directly from the central
government and was already assigned to a certain spending, lacking optionality.
Goals and responsibilities in the agricultural system differed also according to the position in
the hierarchy. Higher-level policy informers had “two responsibilities, to increase production and
productivity of the farmers, what measures should be taken [to safeguard state food security], and
second, control of prices of inputs” according to policy-informer 3 (see Appendix 4). One lower level
policy-informer (5, see Appendix 4) mentioned “Irrigation. That is very difficult, some have water
but no resources to utilize that irrigation systems”, guiding farmers to modern agriculture and
improving drinking water quality. Extension providers put emphasis on Conservation Agriculture as
well as Integrated Farming Systems and policy-informer 11 (see Appendix 4) emphasized
“developing and disseminating the technologies which are reducing the cost of cultivation and
improve the productivity of the farmer”.
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Only a few interviewees could mention a disturbance that would harm them personally in their
position. The disturbances mentioned were financial issues, the lack of knowledge and one policyinformer felt locked-in into the policy system. For the farmers’ disturbances, everyone mentioned
different disturbances, which were all in agreement with the farmers problems. The two most
mentioned problems were climatic disturbances as well as problems with the market prices. One highlevel policy-informer (policy-informer 2, see Appendix 4) also mentioned migration, as “all of them
are leaving because farming is not giving them respect and an income”.

Figure 5: The hierarchies of the policy-system in Bihar with all influencers and their functions. The
grey boxes include all policy-informers that are related to the government: vision makers and
implementers as well as advisors. The green boxes include all policy-informers not directly related
to the government: knowledge generators which include NGOs, universities and research institutes
as well as advisors.
5.2. The fragility of community structures
The community structures in Bihar were not very developed and most of the farmers preferred
to rely on the support of the government rather than on the community. Village-meetings or meetings
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with a smaller part of the village were held regularly to inform farmers about new regulations.
Farmers could bring up issues in these meetings, however this feedback had to pass all the levels up
to the state level to someone with decision power (“vision makers”). Subsidies and credits made
individual farmers less dependent on other community-members, but more on institutions. Most
households seemed independent from their community but traditional in their way of living. They
adhered to the ‘parental ideas’ in terms of household management (gender tasks and dominance of
male members of the family). Among the low (resource) endowed farmers, women were more visible
than among other types: here the women were part of the street-scene and worked on the land. They
showed a stronger sense of community as they mentioned that sharing was an important asset. While
discussing the most pressing challenges and potential solutions in FGDs, they did not point at the
government but told to be dependent on each other to survive. The input-providers were fragilizing
farmers further as they told to have only hybrid-seeds available which cannot be saved. Furthermore,
one input-provider said to have inputs of different qualities with different prices.
5.3. Fragile farmers
For the farmers, no substantial differences were found among the different farm types in terms
of the problems they were facing. That is why we decided not to differentiate the different types in
this study. Most of the farmers in the region were found to be fragile (with low emphasis on the three
strategies as depicted in Figure 6) with the problems listed in Table 1 that ultimately led to high
cultivation costs and increased financial risks. Farmers that were a bit wealthier and had an off-farm
income were more robust and indicated more room to adapt to new practices (more optionality).
Livestock (one point) was mostly a burden due to low returns and the cultivation of rice and wheat,
which are the most common crops in the Indo-Gangetic-Plains, was the most important livelihood
strategy, although every farmer grew several other crops to spread risks (one point) as well as fruit
trees (one point), leading to three points for optionality in Figure 6. Almost all farmers expressed their
reliance on the government to solve their problems and did not show much independence but used
cereals for home consumption (which gives them one point for independent in Figure 6). Some of the
farmers (the higher endowed ones) had ponds or storage possibilities (for which they receive one
point in Figure 6), however in general, stocks were rather small.
Table 1: Main problems and potential solutions stated by farmers
Main problem described by the farmers
Access to water
Quality and availability of inputs
Low market prices
Land fragmentation
Wild animals
Climate change (mainly droughts, also
floods)
Labour availability

Potential solution
Government subsidies for irrigation
State-owned shops with certified inputs
Government should provide support price
Government should intervene
Government should intervene
Some farmers indicated to be willing to
change crops
Machinery
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5.4. Antifragile farmers
Among the seven visited farms, four farmers were assessed that were found to be antifragile.
All of them paid more attention to the three strategies and showed higher levels of stocks, optionality,
and independence. The four excellent farmers were more independent from the market (and the
government) as they had direct sales or could chose the place where to sell their products.
Furthermore, they all had their own borewells and larger stocks, although the strategies to increase
them differed as explained in Table 3. The farms had different land sizes as can be seen in Table 2,
but no problems of land fragmentation, mostly due to heritage reasons. The extent to which they
increased the three strategies is very different as can be seen in Figure 6, but all farmers were satisfied
with their returns. The results of the fragile farmers are used as the basis and every other measure
increasing one of the three strategies increases the score by one in Figure 6. Table 2 provides a list
with all the measures. While all farmers managed to increase optionality, the other two strategies
received less attention. Farmer A – Organic Farmer managed to increase all three strategies and is
lowest on stocks and second highest on independence. Farmer B – Mushroom Farmer managed to
increase all three strategies, but only optionality has increased by more than two. Farmer D - Fish
Production Collective managed to increase all three strategies fundamentally. Also, Farmer C –
Diversified Farmer increased all three strategies and exceeds Farmer D – Fish Production Collective
in optionality and stocks, while the independence is the same.

Comparison of the three strategies
8
7
6
5

4
3
2
1
0

Fragile Farmer

Farmer A Organic Farmer
Optionality

Farmer B Mushroom
Farmer
Stocks

Farmer C Diversified
Farmers

Farmer D - Fish
Production
Collective

Independence

Figure 6: Results for the scoring of the three strategies for fragile and the four antifragile farmers.
The scoring of the farmers is depicted in Table 2 with each bullet point resulting in one point in this
graph. The fragile farmer is used as reference and all additional points the antifragile farmers score
in are added on top of the points of the fragile farmer. Table 3 explains the stories of the four
antifragile farmers.
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Table 2: Features of fragile farmers and the four selected antifragile farmers from Bihar to explain the results of Figure 6.
Production
System

Area
cultivated

Livestock

Optionality

Stocks

Independence

Fragile
Farmer

Arable farm
and livestock

0.3 – 2 ha

1-2 cows or
buffalos

Ponds or storage for
cereals

•

Cereals for home
consumption

Organic farm,
diversified
production

1.5 ha

4 cows

•

Farmer B
–
Mushroom
Farmer
Farmer C
–
Diversified
Farmer

Mushrooms
and arable
farming

0.1 ha
vegetables +
0.24 ha
mushroom

4 cows,
1 buffalo,
1 goat,
3 kids

•
•
•

Large variety of crops
Mushroom production
Lots of Trial & Error

•

Improved soil quality
(less irrigation)
200 trees for timber that
are harvested after 15
years
Improved soil quality
with mushroom residues
and vermicompost

•

•

Different crops
Fruit trees
Livestock
Large variety of crops
(also flowers and
medicinal herbs)
Vermicompost

•

Farmer A
– Organic
Farmer

•
•
•
•

Less dependent on
chemicals
Less dependent on market
price due to direct sales
Network of farmers
Direct sales at market
Exchange of knowledge
with network of other
innovative farmers

Mushrooms,
biogas, fish,
service
provider, rents
out tube-well

1.6 ha

2 cows,
2 calves

Income throughout the year
with different businesses:
• Sells water to other
farmers (tube-well)
• Loan-work with own
machinery
• Mushrooms
• Input-shop
• Fish
• Different types of fish
• Variety of fruit trees
and vegetables for
members of the
collective
• Each member has own
farm

Manure for biogas (has
stock) and fertilizer
Cereal stock
Dries mushrooms
Family-members work all
and can replace each
other

•

Produce throughout the
year
Safety increases with
number of members
Produce own feed on
farms and store it

•
•

Farmer D Fish
Production
– Fish
Collective
Production
Collective

38 ha (24 ha
ponds, 6 ha for
feed
cultivation,
rest for
boundary
plantations)

Individual per
farmer, need
5 cows per
fishpond for
feed
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•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Own input-shop and
machinery
Direct sales on farm
Is in board of advisory
service to receive and
distribute information

Direct sales
No employees, only
members, hires temporary
labour when needed
Bottom-up collective

Table 3: Stories of the antifragile farmers
Farmer A – Organic Farmer
Farmer A applied the “via negativa” pathway as he decided to switch to organic production and
remove pesticides and herbicides from his system when he realized that these substances are bad for
human health and decrease the life expectancy. The farmer furthermore realized that his situation had
not improved since the introduction of chemicals, so he decided to experiment with organic farming.
Now he is proud to be a pioneer in organic farming and convinced 30 other farmers to also grow their
vegetables organically. This new practice also increased his profit by 15% as the costs of cultivation
decreased significantly with lower reliance on inputs. Application of vermicompost and abolition of
the use of chemicals improved the soil health and the crops are growing slower but stronger. Also,
the need for irrigation decreased with increasing soil health. The farmer was aware that he is a pioneer
and expected to get a better price for his organic vegetables in the future. Also, the sales of
vermicompost was a business that paid off quite well.
Farmer B – Mushroom Farmer
Farmer B had an integrated farm with a mushroom production and many different crops, livestock,
and trees. He was dependent on inputs for the mushroom and crop production but re-used the waste
from this production to improve the soil quality on his farm. On his fields, he had a variety of
different crops that were intercropped as well as several fruit and wood trees. He was mimicking a
more diverse natural system on his farm compared to other farmers and therefore reduced the
dependence on chemicals.
Farmer C – Diversified Farmer
Farmer C decided to quit his job to return to farming. He got empowered through the help and training
of a policy-informer. With his savings he invested in an integrated and diverse farming system on the
farm of his parents and invested in several production units: a biogas plant, an input-shop, an oysterproduction, a fishpond, a diverse arable land (not as diverse as Farmer A and B) and a cereal-storage.
As these practices proved to be successful, he decided to increase them. His income increased in
comparison to the salary of the job he had before and he was in the board of an advisory service,
providing information also for other farmers.
Farmer D – Fish Production Collective
Starting a bottom-up cooperative was another very promising strategy to overcome the lock-ins in the
fragile agricultural system of Bihar. Farmer D started a fish-collective with five other farmers after
the land was fallow for a long time. It was fallow because it used to be flooded regularly. With the
support of the government they set up this cooperative and received trainings. As it went well, they
asked neighboring farmers to join and now they have 37 members with each farmer still having an
own farm. As a collective they had more power and received more aid, e.g. in form of electricity
subsidies from the government. They grew several different types of fish and only depended on a
hatcher. Their production had peak seasons, but they were producing all year round.
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6. Discussion
In this study the concept of antifragility was applied to agricultural systems and a conceptual
framework was developed to analyse it. With the conceptual framework, the vulnerability of current
agricultural and agroecological systems was analysed and similarities between agroecology and
antifragility were presented. To illustrate the concepts, the vulnerability of the agricultural system of
Bihar in India was analysed and it was shown that the policy-structures and the lack of communitystructures were fragilizing farmers. A few farmers however managed to do better despite the
fragilizing environment, and we found that they indeed showed increased levels of stocks,
independence and optionality as suggested by the framework, making them antifragile.
Despite no previous research on the antifragility of agricultural systems, several studies about
the resilience of food systems include elements of antifragility. Tendall et al. (2015) suggests that
resilience must include redundancy, which is important for optionality and stocks. The definition of
resilience often also includes the adaptive capacity of institutions and agroecosystems (Tendall et al.,
2015; Ericksen, 2008), which is important also for antifragility. Holling (1996) goes even a step
further stating that destabilizing forces such as shocks are important to maintain diversity, and create
resilience and opportunities. Many ideas of antifragility find support in literature but are not yet found
under the term of antifragility.
The three types of antifragility were defined after studying the book from Taleb (2012) with
examples explaining them in more details. Furthermore, hormesis is a well-studied concept (Danchin
et al., 2011; Avramova, 2015; Vargas-hernandez et al., 2017) and together with the Agent-BasedModel there is a lot of support for the second type of antifragility. Gil et al. (2017) confirms that
resilience in socioecological systems builds upon tracking the learning, adaptation, and the
management of change as suggested in the conceptual framework.
The three strategies were chosen after studying the literature about antifragility and creating
connections to agricultural systems. Optionality is the most obvious strategy to improve a system and
is also part of other studies about positive deviance and resilience (Steinke et al., 2019). For stocks,
the idea is less clear, but examples show why it is important. Furthermore, stocks can provide
independence from external resources (inputs, droughts, prices etc.) and maintain optionality as they
give the option to act when it is most suitable. Increased optionality also leads to more independence
as it can provide several sources of income and make farmers less reliant on support from the
government. Also independence is a strategy that shows very clearly how it can improve a system
with the support of a bottom-up approach that is needed to overcome lock-ins (Rotz & Fraser, 2015).
Several authors however argue that more connectivity in a food system leads to higher vulnerability
(Nyström et al., 2019; de Bruijn et al., 2019). But the local connectivity between farmers must be
improved and independence therefore be specified as independence from larger structures (Teixeira
et al., 2018). Diserens et al. (2018) use thirteen elements to describe resilient systems, which include
our ideas of independence as the elements “socially organized, appropriately connected and globally
autonomous” show. The application of the three strategies is shown to be especially viable at farming
system level and is less obvious for the level above and below. However, they can be applied to all
levels.
For the development of agriculture over the last 50 years, the literature used was mainly based
on the viewpoint of agroecology. It is backed up by non-agroecological literature about the decrease
of resilience in agroecosystem over the past decades (Rotz & Fraser, 2015). Many scientists like
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Ruane & Sonnino (2011) challenge the realistic application of the Lindy-Effect and Mimicry as they
claim that the only way to feed the world is through an advancement in technology and an increase
in production. But Córdova et al. (2019) and Gliessman (2015) show that agroforestry and
agroecology are dealing better with variabilities compared to conventional farming practices.
Furthermore, not all principles of agroecology are touched upon to the same extent in this review as
not all can be explained by antifragility. However, most of them (except for food traditions) can be
related to one of the concepts above.
The case study that was done in Bihar is the first of this kind as it is the first time, that
antifragility is analysed in a farming context. The assessment of antifragility at community-level was
difficult as there were no real community-structures, so only single people could be interviewed
which might not be representative for the community. However, Mittal et al. (2018) did an analysis
of the social network in Bihar and the results are in agreement with our findings and are elaborating
them in more details. The top-down policy-system is explained in a similar way and the inefficient
way farmers can give feedback to higher-level policy-informers is also criticized. Aryal et al. (2018)
also made conclusions about community-structures after conducting household interviews and found
that the cast system still played an important role in the community. These structures are hard to
overcome when it comes to uniting farmers as also our observation confirms. In this study we were
not able to touch upon this aspect, because farmers were not willing to talk about it or did not think
it was important. Another point Mittal et al. (2018) also touched upon is the importance of inputproviders as information deliverers and source of fragilization. In some studies, they were also related
to suicides and debts in India (Merriott, 2016; Kuchimanchi et al., 2019; Sugden, 2017), which
farmers in the FGDs did not mention much.
The interviews as well as the FGDs were translated, so some details have been lost. Further
details have been lost by grouping all the farmers into one group. The typology was carefully
developed, but the focus of this study is more on the good examples than on the differences between
the single farm types, so they are neglected. However, Kuchimanchi et al. (2019) stresses the
increased vulnerability of lower resource endowed farmers due to higher debts compared to higher
resource endowed farmers.
The degree of antifragility of some of the antifragile farmers was difficult to determine
accurately since it was a qualitative assessment. The graph shows quantitative data, but its
interpretation is more descriptive. The way the graph is drawn is debatable and, in the future, more
quantitative research can lead to more precise results. Farmer B - Mushroom farmer appeared to be
the least antifragile but offered a good example for applying agroecological principles to increase
antifragility. He is mimicking natural systems as he has a very diversified cropping system and is
attempting to close the nutrient cycle (with exception for the inputs for the mushroom production).
Farmer D- Fish Production Collective provided a good example of benefitting from climatic shocks
and the success of cooperatives as a bottom-up approach. However, as for every cooperative, there
must be an upper limit to the size of the cooperative beyond which they become fragile as the
institutional structures create rigidities and over-dependency. The existing policy structures recognize
the importance of diversity, but we found that all the farmers that are doing better also emphasized
the importance of independence and stocks. Furthermore, most of the farmers did not change their
farming practices due to a shock, but more due to a general problem or because they showed courage
and tried to overcome lock-ins. On the other hand, floods, and health problems due to pesticides or
high costs of cultivation can be regarded as shocks, even though the latter two are more in the category
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of stress. Mittal et al. (2018) emphasizes the importance of progressive farmers as key persons to
share information with other farmers but also policy-informers. They can be used as good example
and other stakeholder can learn from them.
Looking at the current Corona-crisis, it becomes obvious that more research on disasters and
how to prepare for them is needed. This crisis is not only affecting the economy, but also the farming
systems in India, as only few people are allowed on the field to harvest in the karif season 2020
(IANS, 2020). This crisis shows that more research needs to be done on the antifragility of agricultural
systems.
Finally, this new approach has the potential to achieve larger development goals as it makes
farmers less vulnerable and can increase the food security of whole regions, applying the three
strategies. It moves the focus from productivity to strategies that improve not only the economic
situation of farmers, but also the health of ecosystems. Antifragility includes the reduce of artificial
inputs and aims at increasing diversity leading to an increase in ecosystem services. Furthermore, it
strengthens social movements and has the potential to improve the livelihood of farmers and
communities. With these attributes contributing to a sustainable development, antifragility provides
an important approach for policymakers to tackle current and future problems in agricultural systems.

7. Conclusion
Antifragility is a concept that provides new views on the vulnerability of agricultural systems
and can help to analyse it. It emphasizes that systems can benefit from disturbances and improve as
a result of variability and perturbations. Compared to conventional farming systems, agroecological
farming systems are less vulnerable and agroecological concepts and principles have many
similarities with antifragility. The agricultural system of Bihar was used as an example to study
antifragility in an applied context. Bihar has a conventional agricultural system in which the policystructure is fragilizing farmers and locking them in into a top-down structure. The lack of communitystructures decreases the room to manoeuvre for many farmers and due to high costs of cultivation
they have low returns. However, it is possible to become more antifragile even in such a system when
attention is paid to the three strategies suggested by our framework. These include an increase in
optionality, independence from larger structure and higher level of stocks. The antifragile farmers
had different strategies to increase the antifragility and can be used as good examples for
improvement. One was part of a cooperative, organized in a bottom-up system while others developed
an organic cropping system or several agricultural businesses. The antifragility approach has great
potential to improve farmers livelihoods and prepare farmers to a future with increased variabilities,
contributing to sustainable development.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – Agent-based model of Evolutionary Antifragility
A1.1. Introduction
The environment is facing constant change. With the environment, natural communities are
changing. Biological systems can respond both to gradual changes as well as to sudden events.
Depending on the intensity of the event, parts of the system break, stay the same or can improve
(Danchin et al., 2011). While most of the attention is on remaining or recovering, it is barely
investigated how entities can improve a system after a shock. Taleb (2012) opposes the idea of
fragility (a system that breaks) with the concept of antifragility where a system grows stronger due to
a disturbance. New forms of entities evolve in nature as a response to a disturbance, which is at the
root of evolution (Danchin et al., 2011). The vectors of evolution are recombination and selection.
Genes or entities are recombined and the ones dealing best with disturbances are reproducing
selectively.
Agent-Based-Models (ABMs) are gaining popularity in many fields of science from biology to
economic and social studies (Acosta et al., 2014; Bookstaber et al., 2018; Jung et al., 2018). They are
widely used because of their powerful application possibilities (Lee et al., 2015). NetLogo is an opensource programme that is relatively easy to learn and provides many possibilities. Here, an ABM was
developed that depicts evolutionary antifragility in a natural population. This has never been done
before but can give insights into this process.
A1.2. Model Overview
A1.2.1. Purpose
The purpose of this model is to depict the evolutionary processes of antifragility through
recombination and selection of growth-factors in a natural plant population. It depicts how plant
growth evolves under different growth conditions and under the influence of disturbances. Plants can
die due to lack of nutrients and/or water or because they grow too big. After they die, a new plant
emerges with new growth-factors and over time, the plant population is changing.
A1.2.2. Setup of the model

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Figure 1: Setup of the field. Q1 is the reference plot
where the plants experience no evolutionary processes.
Q2 depicts plants that, after they die, receive
recombined maximum_growth_rates. The plants Q3
have the same conditions as the plants in Q2 and can in
addition also experience a disturbance which stimulates
the growth of the plants. The plants in Q4 have the same
conditions as the plants in Q2 and can, dependent on
the maximum_growth_value, steal water from the
neighbouring plants.
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The model consists of four parts (with four different processes), depicted as fields in the interface,
numbered from Q1 to Q4 as depicted in Figure 1:
• Q1 is the reference plot to which no evolutionary processes apply.
• The plants in Q2 have recombined maximum growths (which is a variable that is explained
later). After a plant in Q2 dies, the maximum growth value gets recombined as the mean of
the maximum growth value of two randomly selected neighbours.
• The same process applies to the plants in Q3, but in addition, these plants can experience a
disturbance. After a disturbance, the plant growth gets stimulated and the plants grow better.
• The plants in Q4 can take advantage of their neighbours. These plants steal water from their
neighbours if the initial maximum growth is high. When stealing the water, they increase their
growth, while the neighbouring plants face a reduction of water-availability.
A1.2.3. Variables
To set up the field, every square (patch) gets a random nutrient-availability between 0 and 25
and a random water-availability between 0 and 25 assigned as well as a random growth-limit between
0 and x. The maximum_growth_value (x) can be defined for each run. Based on these random
numbers, the growth is calculated. The actual growth is calculated with the following formulas:
𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 𝑂𝑙𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 + (𝑂𝑙𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∗ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚_𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ∗ 𝐹(𝑛) ∗ 𝐹(𝑤))

(1)

with
𝐹(𝑛) =

1
𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒−𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝐵
1+|
|
𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

(2)

and
𝐹(𝑤) =

1
𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒−𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝐵
1+|
|
𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

(3)

with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B = y-value where the x-value of the logistic growth-curve reaches its midpoint: e.g. if B = 0,
then the curve has the mean y-value (B) at the x-coordinate 0.
nutrient-availability = (random number between 0 and 25)
water-availability = (random number between 0 and 25)
maximum_growth_value = (random number between 0 and x), defines the limit of growth
Old size = size of the plant at the time step before
New size= the new size a plant will have
Shape-factor = defines the shape of the curve. The smaller it is, the smoother the curve will
be
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Depending on the size of the variables, the F-function can have different shapes:

Figure 2: F-functions defining the growth of plants with different shape-factors and B-values: (a)
Growth-function with Shape-factor 1 and different B-values (b): Growth-function with Shapefactor 5 and different B-values
A1.2.4. Recombination processes in ABM
With every time step (1 time step = 1 tick), the plants consume nutrients and water. Every
patch decreases its nutrient- and water-availability by one at every time step. If the nutrient- or the
water-availability becomes <= 1, the plant on that patch dies. Furthermore, when the size of the plant
exceeds the maximum-size-threshold (2.5), the plant dies.
For Q1, after a plant dies, a new random maximum_growth_value will be assigned. For Q2Q4, a recombination process takes place: the new maximum_growth_value will be defined as the
average of the maximum-growth-values of two randomly selected neighbours:

Figure 3: Recombination process for the new maximum_growth_value after a plant dies in Q2Q4. The maximum_growth_value of the new plant becomes the mean of the maximum-growthvalues of two randomly selected neighbours.
𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 − 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ =
(𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝐴 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝐵 )
(4)
2
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The new formula for growth is:
𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 = 𝑂𝑙𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 + (𝑂𝑙𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∗ 𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ ∗ 𝐹(𝑤) ∗ 𝐹(𝑛))

(5)

A1.2.5. Selection of plants with highest water-availabilities
For the plants in Q4, the plants with the highest growth-limit-value can “steal” water from
their four surrounding neighbours (Figure 4) as they have big roots. The higher the value, the more
water they will steal as described in Table 1.

Figure 4: Changes of water-availabilities for the plants in Q4. The ones with the highest growthlimit-value steal water from their neighbouring plants as they have big roots. The higher the value,
the more water they steal.
Table 1: Flows of water from/to the neighbours depending on the value of the maximum-growth for
the plants in Q4.
Maximum growth value
(between 0 and x)

Increase of own wateravailability

Decrease of water-availability
for each of the 4 neighbours

X >= 0.33 *x

+ 0.4

- 0.1

X >= 0.5 * x

+ 0.8

- 0.2

X >= 0.66 * x

+ 1.2

- 0.3

X >= 0.83 * x

+ 1.6

- 0.4

A1.2.6. Disturbance
The plants in Q3 can experience a disturbance, which is called grazing. If a grazing event
occurs, all the yellow plants will be reduced to the size 0.2 at once. After the disturbance, the plant
growth is stimulated, and the plants grow taller which can be observed in Figures 5 - 14.
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A1.3. Outcomes
Examples of the possible outcomes of the Agent-Based-Model are depicted in several graphs:
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Figure 5: The size of the plants growing under different conditions. Each line represents the sum of
the sizes of all plants in one of the quarters. The size of the plants in Q1 (the reference plot without
any evolutionary processes) decreases slightly over time, while the size of the plants in Q2 increases
over time due to the recombination process of the maximum_growth_value. This value gets
recombined whenever a new plant starts growing after the old one has died. In Q3, the size of the
plants decreases with each disturbance, but then it increases again and becomes sometimes even
bigger than the size of the plants in Q2. The plants in Q4 are almost constantly the biggest ones as
they experience the two processes of recombination and selection of the plants with the higher
maximum_growth_value that can steal water from their neighbours and therefore grow better. The
starting values are: Max Growth Limit=2.5; B=1; shape-factor=1.
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Figure 6: Average size of the plants under different growing conditions. Each line represents the sum
of the sizes of all plants in one of the quarters: The average size of the plants in Q1 (the reference
plot without evolutionary processes) slightly decreases over time. For the plants in Q2, the average
size increases over time due to the recombination process of the maximum_growth_value. This value
gets recombined whenever a new plant starts to grow and the old one has died. In Q3, the average
size of the plants is very low at each disturbance, but then it increases again and becomes sometimes
even bigger than the average plant size of Q2. The plants in Q4 are almost constantly the biggest
ones as they experience the two processes of recombination and selection of the plants with the higher
maximum growth rates that can steal water from their neighbours and therefore grow better. The
starting values are: Max Growth Limit=2.5; B=1; shape-factor=1
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Figure 7: The size of the plants growing under different conditions. Each line represents the sum of
the sizes of all plants in one of the quarters. The size of the plants in Q1 (the reference plot without
evolutionary processes) slightly decreases over time. The size of the plants in Q2 increases over time
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due to the recombination process of the maximum growth value. This value gets recombined whenever
a new plant regrows after the old one has died. In Q3, the size of the plants decreases at each
disturbance, but then they grow bigger and become even bigger than the size of Q2. The plants in Q4
are almost constantly the biggest ones as they experience the two processes of recombination and
selection of the plants with the higher maximum_growth_value that can steal water from their
neighbours and therefore grow better. The starting values are: Max Growth Limit=2.5; B=5; shapefactor=1
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Figure 8: The average size of the plants growing under different conditions. Each line represents the
sum of the sizes of all plants in one of the quarters: The average size of the plants in Q1 (the reference
plot without evolutionary processes) slightly decreases over time. For the plants in Q2, the average
size increases over time due to the recombination process of the maximum_growth_value. This value
gets recombined whenever a new plant starts to grow and the old one has died. In Q3, the average
size of the plants is very low at each disturbance, but then it increases again and becomes sometimes
even bigger than the average plant size of Q2. The plants in Q4 are almost constantly the biggest
ones as they experience the two processes of recombination and selection of the plants with the higher
maximum_growth_value that can steal water from their neighbours and therefore grow better. The
starting values are: Max Growth Limit=2.5; B=5; shape-factor=1
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Figure 9: The size of the plants growing under different conditions. Each line represents the sum of
the sizes of all plants in one of the quarters. The size of the plants in Q1 (the reference plot without
any evolutionary processes) decreases slightly over time, while the size of the plants in Q2 slightly
increases over time due to the recombination process of the maximum_growth_value. This value gets
recombined whenever a new plant starts growing after the old one has died. In Q3, the size of the
plants decreases with each disturbance, but then it increases again and becomes sometimes even
bigger than the size of the plants in Q2. The plants in Q4 are almost constantly the biggest ones as
they experience the two processes of recombination and selection of the plants with the higher
maximum_growth_value that can steal water from their neighbours and therefore grow better. The
starting values are: Max Growth Limit=2.5; B=5; shape-factor=5
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Figure 10: The average size of the plants growing under different conditions. Each line represents
the sum of the sizes of all plants in one of the quarters: The average size of the plants in Q1 (the
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reference plot without evolutionary processes) slightly decreases over time. For the plants in Q2, the
average size increases over time due to the recombination process of the maximum_growth_value.
This value gets recombined whenever a new plant starts to grow and the old one has died. In Q3, the
average size of the plants is very low at each disturbance, but then it increases again and becomes
sometimes even bigger than the average plant size of Q2. The plants in Q4 are almost constantly the
biggest ones as they experience the two processes of recombination and selection of the plants with
the higher maximum_growth_value that can steal water from their neighbours and therefore grow
better. The starting values are: Max Growth Limit=2.5; B=5; shape-factor=5
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Figure 11: The size of the plants growing under different conditions. Each line represents the sum of
the sizes of all plants in one of the quarters. The size of the plants in Q1 (the reference plot without
any evolutionary processes) decreases slightly over time, while the size of the plants in Q2 increases
over time due to the recombination process of the maximum_growth_value. This value gets
recombined whenever a new plant starts growing after the old one has died. In Q3, the size of the
plants decreases with each disturbance, but then it increases again and becomes sometimes even
bigger than the size of the plants in Q2. The plants in Q4 are together with the plants in Q3 almost
constantly the biggest ones as they experience the two processes of recombination and selection of
the plants with the higher maximum_growth_value that can steal water from their neighbours and
therefore grow better. The starting values are: Max Growth Limit =5; B=1; shape-factor=1
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Figure 12: The average size of the plants growing under different conditions. Each line represents
the sum of the sizes of all plants in one of the quarters: The average size of the plants in Q1 (the
reference plot without evolutionary processes) slightly decreases over time. For the plants in Q2, the
average size increases over time due to the recombination process of the maximum_growth_value.
This value gets recombined whenever a new plant starts to grow and the old one has died. In Q3, the
average size of the plants is very low at each disturbance, but then it increases again and becomes
sometimes even bigger than the average plant size of Q2. The plants in Q4 are almost constantly the
biggest ones as they experience the two processes of recombination and selection of the plants with
the higher maximum_growth_value that can steal water from their neighbours and therefore grow
better. The starting values are: Max Growth Limit =5; B=1; shape-factor=1
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Figure 13: The size of the plants growing under different conditions. Each line represents the sum of
the sizes of all plants in one of the quarters. The size of the plants in Q1 (the reference plot without
any evolutionary processes) decreases slightly over time, while the size of the plants in Q2 increases
over time due to the recombination process of the maximum_growth_value. This value gets
recombined whenever a new plant starts growing after the old one has died. In Q3, the size of the
plants decreases with each disturbance, but then it increases again and becomes sometimes even
bigger than the size of the plants in Q2. The plants in Q4 are together with the plants in Q3 almost
constantly the biggest ones as they experience the two processes of recombination and selection of
the plants with the higher maximum_growth_value that can steal water from their neighbours and
therefore grow better. The starting values are. The starting values are: Max Growth Limit=5; B=5;
shape-factor=1
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Figure 14: The average size of the plants growing under different conditions. Each line represents
the sum of the sizes of all plants in one of the quarters: The average size of the plants in Q1 (the
reference plot without evolutionary processes) slightly decreases over time. For the plants in Q2, the
average size increases over time due to the recombination process of the maximum_growth_value.
This value gets recombined whenever a new plant starts to grow and the old one has died. In Q3, the
average size of the plants is very low at each disturbance, but then it increases again and becomes
sometimes even bigger than the average plant size of Q2. The plants in Q4 are together with the ones
in Q3 almost constantly the biggest ones as they experience the two processes of recombination and
selection of the plants with the higher maximum_growth_value that can steal water from their
neighbours and therefore grow better. The starting values are: Max Growth Limit=5; B=5; shapefactor=1
In most of the scenarios, the Plants in Q4 (the ones that can steal water) are growing best as
they face recombination and selection. The ones with the highest maximum_growth_values can steal
water from their neighbours. Only when the starting maximum_growth_value is increased, the plants
that experience a disturbance (Q3) are growing as big or even bigger than the plants in Q4. The growth
of the plants in Q1 does not change much over time, while the recombination process has a positive
influence on the growth of the plants in Q2-Q4. The bigger the maximum_growth_value becomes,
the bigger are the differences. Also, the shape-factor and B have an influence on the differences.
A1.4. Discussion
With this ABM we depict Evolutionary Antifragility in a natural plant population. The results
show that plants can increase their growth after disturbances and benefit from recombination and
selection processes.
On the one hand, the ABM is a good tool to proof the concept of evolutionary antifragility, or
more precisely recombination and selection and the impact of a disturbance in a recombined
environment. However, everything is based on the description from Taleb (2012) and the
interpretation of his book without using many other resources.
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The model was set up without any references or verifications. The equations are adapted
equations about plants growth and limits. The recombination and selection processes are also
invented. It is not clear how realistic all the numbers are; however, it is a model trying to illustrate a
concept and does not need quantitative data. The principle becomes clear even without quantitative
numbers. For a further development of such model it is important however to have more quantitative
data, also for the verification.
As all the data is based on random numbers, several runs with the same variables can lead to
different results, however they are all similar. Looking at the equations, it is logical that the bigger
the maximum growth limit, the bigger the differences. A bigger maximum growth limit leads to a
faster growth. The first graphs do not show an improvement after a disturbance; however, the other
graphs do and can therefore be used to illustrate the concept of evolutionary antifragility.
Furthermore, the plants that receive both, recombination and selection are doing the best in average,
which is also a verification of the concept.
The potential of this ABM is big as it illustrates new ideas but will need more studies and
improvement for a realistic application.
A1.5. Code
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;; general set-up of plants and patches;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
; general set-up with different plants
breed [sunflowers sunflower]
breed [wheats wheat]
breed [wheats-3 wheat-3]
breed [wildflowers wildflower]
breed [sampleplants sampleplant]
turtles-own [growth-rate growth-limit]
patches-own [nutrient-availability water-availability ]

to setup
clear-all
setup-plants
setup-patches
define-growth-limit
reset-ticks
end
to go
reseed
ask patches [if nutrient-availability <= 1 [set nutrient-availability
random 25]]
ask patches [if water-availability <= 1 [set water-availability random
25]]
define-growth-rates
check-death
influence-on-neighbors
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nutrient-consumption
water-consumption
growth-after-grazing
tick
end
;; grows four different plants in four different parts of the window
to setup-plants
ask patches [if pxcor >= 0 and pycor > 0 [sprout 1 [set breed
sunflowers set shape "plant" set color green set size .5]]]
ask patches [if pxcor <= 0 and pycor < 0 [sprout 1 [set breed wheats
set shape "plant" set color yellow set size .5]]]
ask patches [if pxcor > 0 and pycor <= 0 [sprout 1 [set breed
wildflowers set shape "plant" set color red set size .5]]]
ask patches [if pxcor < 0 and pycor >= 0 [sprout 1 [set breed
sampleplants set shape "plant" set color blue set size .5]]]
end
;; assigns random nutrient-availabilities between 1 and 25 to each patch
and a random water-availability between 1 and 100
to setup-patches
ask patches [set nutrient-availability random 25 set pcolor brown set
water-availability random 25]
end
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;defining rules for plant-growth and death etc.;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
to define-growth-limit
ask turtles [set growth-limit
end

(0.1 * random maximum-growth)]

;; defines the growth-rates (the growth-rates of the first three
quarters are determined by the nutrient-availability)
to define-growth-rates
ask sunflowers [if size <= 2.5 and nutrient-availability > 0 and wateravailability > 0
[set size size + (size * growth-limit * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (nutrientavailability)) ^ shape-factor))) * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (wateravailability)) ^ shape-factor))))]]
ask wheats [if size <= 2.5 and nutrient-availability > 0 and wateravailability > 0
[set size size + (size * growth-limit * (1 / (1 + abs (B / (wateravailability)) ^ shape-factor)) * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (nutrientavailability)) ^ shape-factor))) ) ]]
ask sampleplants [if size <= 2.5 and nutrient-availability > 0 and
water-availability > 0
[set size size + size * (growth-limit * ( 1 /(1 + (abs (B /
(nutrient-availability)) ^ shape-factor)))* (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (wateravailability)) ^ shape-factor))) )] ]
; decreases water-availability for neighbours
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ask wildflowers [if growth-limit < (0.0166 * maximum-growth) and wateravailability > 0 and nutrient-availability > 0 [ifelse size <= 2.5
[set size size + size * ( growth-limit * ( 1 /(1 + (abs (B /
(water-availability)) ^ shape-factor))) * ( 1 /(1 + (abs (B / (nutrientavailability)) ^ shape-factor))))] [die]]
if growth-limit >= (0.0166 * maximum-growth) and growth-limit <
(0.033 * maximum-growth) and water-availability > 0 and nutrientavailability > 0[ifelse size <= 2.5
[set size size + size * growth-limit * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (wateravailability)) ^ shape-factor)))* ( 1 /(1 + (abs (B / (nutrientavailability)) ^ shape-factor)))] [die]]
if growth-limit >= (0.033 * maximum-growth) and growth-limit < (0.05
* maximum-growth) and water-availability > 0 and nutrient-availability >
0[ifelse size <= 2.5
[set size size + size * growth-limit * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (wateravailability)) ^ shape-factor)))* ( 1 /(1 + (abs (B / (nutrientavailability)) ^ shape-factor)))] [die] ask neighbors4 [if wateravailability > 0.1 [set water-availability water-availability - 0.1]]]
if growth-limit >= (0.05 * maximum-growth) and growth-limit < (0.066
* maximum-growth) and water-availability > 0 and nutrient-availability >
0[ifelse size <= 2.5
[set size size + size * growth-limit * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (wateravailability)) ^ shape-factor)))* ( 1 /(1 + (abs (B / (nutrientavailability)) ^ shape-factor)))] [die] ask neighbors4 [if wateravailability > 0.15 [set water-availability water-availability - 0.2]]]
if growth-limit >= (0.066 * maximum-growth) and growth-limit <
(0.0833 * maximum-growth) and water-availability > 0 and nutrientavailability > 0[ifelse size <= 2.5
[set size size + size * growth-limit * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (wateravailability)) ^ shape-factor)))* ( 1 /(1 + (abs (B / (nutrientavailability)) ^ shape-factor)))] [die] ask neighbors4 [if wateravailability > 0.2 [set water-availability water-availability - 0.3]]]
if growth-limit >= (0.0833 * maximum-growth) and growth-limit <=
(maximum-growth) and water-availability > 0 and nutrient-availability >
0[ifelse size <= 2.5
[set size size + size * growth-limit * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (wateravailability)) ^ shape-factor)))* ( 1 /(1 + (abs (B / (nutrientavailability)) ^ shape-factor)))] [die] ask neighbors4 [if wateravailability > 0.25 [set water-availability water-availability - 0.4]]]]
end
; increases water-availability for strong plants
to influence-on-neighbors
ask wildflowers [
if growth-limit >= (0.033 * maximum-growth) [if mean([wateravailability] of n-of 4 neighbors4) >= 0.4 [set water-availability
water-availability + 0.4]]
if growth-limit >= (0.05 * maximum-growth) [if mean ([wateravailability] of n-of 4 neighbors4) >= 0.8 [set water-availability
water-availability + 0.8]]
if growth-limit >= (0.066 * maximum-growth) [if mean ([wateravailability] of n-of 4 neighbors4) >= 1.2 [set water-availability wateravailability + 1.2]]
if growth-limit >= (0.833 * maximum-growth) [if mean ([wateravailability] of n-of 4 neighbors4) >= 1.6 [set water-availability wateravailability + 1.6]]]
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end
;; lets the plants die if there are not enought nutrients or water
available and lets plants also die if they reach a certan size
;; for those where there is no maximum size defined here, special rules
for maximum size apply, which are defined later
to check-death
ask sampleplants [if nutrient-availability <= 1 or water-availability
<= 1 or size >= 2.5 [die]]
ask wheats [if nutrient-availability <= 1 or water-availability <= 1
or size >= 2.5 [die]]
ask wheats-3 [if nutrient-availability <= 1 or water-availability <= 1
[die]]
ask sunflowers [if nutrient-availability <= 1 or water-availability <=
1 or size >= 2.5 [die]]
ask wildflowers [if nutrient-availability <= 1 or water-availability <=
1 [die]]
end

; creates new seeds once the old plants have died and recombines the
maximum growth-limit after a plant has died
to reseed
ask patches [if pxcor >= 0 and pycor > 0 [if not any? turtles-here and
count turtles-on neighbors4 >= 2
[sprout 1 [set size .3 set breed sunflowers set shape "plant" set
color green set growth-limit ((([growth-limit] of one-of turtles-on
neighbors4) + ([growth-limit] of one-of turtles-on neighbors4)) / 2)]]]
if pxcor <= 0 and pycor < 0 [if not any? turtles-here and count
turtles-on neighbors4 >= 2 [ifelse (not any? wheats-3-on neighbors)
[sprout 1 [set size .3 set breed wheats set shape "plant" set
color yellow set growth-limit ((([growth-limit] of one-of turtles-on
neighbors4) + ([growth-limit] of one-of turtles-on neighbors4)) /
2)]][sprout 1 [set size .3 set breed wheats-3 set shape "plant" set color
yellow set growth-limit ((([growth-limit] of one-of turtles-on
neighbors4) + ([growth-limit] of one-of turtles-on neighbors4)) / 2)]]]]
if pxcor > 0 and pycor <= 0 [if not any? turtles-here and count
turtles-on neighbors4 >= 2
[sprout 1 [set size .3 set breed wildflowers set shape "plant" set
color red set growth-limit ((([growth-limit] of one-of turtles-on
neighbors4) + ([growth-limit] of one-of turtles-on neighbors4)) / 2)]]]
if pxcor < 0 and pycor >= 0 [if not any? turtles-here
[sprout 1 [set growth-limit (0.1 * random maximum-growth) set
breed sampleplants set size .3 set shape "plant" set color blue]]]]
end
to nutrient-consumption
ask patches [if any? turtles-here [set nutrient-availability nutrientavailability - 1]]
end
to water-consumption
ask patches [if any? turtles-here
availability - 1]]
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[set water-availability water-

end
to grazing
reset-timer
ask wheats [set size 0.2 set breed wheats-3 set shape "plant"]
ask wheats-3 [set size 0.2]
end
; defines the growth after a disturbance
to growth-after-grazing
ask wheats-3
[if timer <= 25 [ifelse size < 2.5 [if (count turtles-on neighbors4 >=
2)
[set size size + (1 * size * growth-limit * ((1 /(1 + (abs (B /
(nutrient-availability))) ^ shape-factor)) * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (wateravailability))) ^ shape-factor))))]] [die]]
if timer > 25 and timer < 50 [ifelse size < 2.5 [if (count turtles-on
neighbors4 >= 2)
[set size size + (1 * size * growth-limit * ((1 /(1 + (abs (B /
(nutrient-availability))) ^ shape-factor)) * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (wateravailability))) ^ shape-factor))))]] [die]]
if timer > 50 and timer < 75 [ifelse size < 2.5 [if (count turtleson neighbors4 >= 2)
[set size size + (1 * size * growth-limit * ((1 /(1 + (abs (B /
(nutrient-availability))) ^ shape-factor)) * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (wateravailability))) ^ shape-factor))))]] [die]]
if timer > 75 and timer < 100 [ifelse size < 2.5 [if (count turtleson neighbors4 >= 2)
[set size size + (1 * size * growth-limit * ((1 /(1 + (abs (B /
(nutrient-availability))) ^ shape-factor)) * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (wateravailability))) ^ shape-factor))))]] [die]]
if timer > 100 [ifelse size < 2.5 [if (count turtles-on neighbors4 >=
2)
[set size size + (1.0 * size * growth-limit * ((1 /(1 + (abs (B /
(nutrient-availability))) ^ shape-factor)) * (1 /(1 + (abs (B / (wateravailability))) ^ shape-factor))))]] [die]]]
End
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Appendix 2 – Survey for farm type assessment

Farm type
1 -2–3–4-5
Farmer name
Fathers name
Phone number
Farm size (mention unit)
Number of adults in household (>16y)
Number of ‘youngsters’ (10-16 years)
Household members involved in farming (n)
Household members involved in off-farm work
(n)
Number of cows/buffalo (n)
Number of goats (n)
Number of chickens (n)
Crops grown in kharif season (excl. home
Crop:
garden)

Crops grown in rabi season (excl. home
garden)

Crop:

Crops grown in zaid (list crops + size; excl.
home garden)
Income from livestock (INR)
Income from off-farm sources (INR)
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INR/Self cons.

INR/Self cons.

Appendix 3 - Focus Group Discussion
Bihar
xx-01-2020
List of participants
ID
Farm Type

A3.1. Vulnerability
Disturbance

Effect

A3.2. Three strategies
Optionality
Would you like to increase the
number of livestock on your
farm? Why/why not?
Would you like to increase the
number of fruit trees?
Do you prefer growing crops
for home-consumption or for
sales?
Do you do intercropping?
Which crops and why?

Name

Fathers Name

Since

Stocks
What do you use for burning?

Phone number

Ways to cope/prevent

Independence
Where do you get information
from?

Do you bring manure back to
the field? How do you decide
where to bring the manure?
Would you grow crops that
have a low market value, but
improve the soil quality?

A3.3. Game with the rankings (15 min) (from 1: least important to 5: most important)
Diversified income from different
activities
I need advice
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Limiting the use of fertilizers and
inputs to be independent
Water storage is essential
storage facilities to store cereals
until there is a good price on the
market
Appendix 4 – Interview policy-informers
Interview structure for policy-informers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Which are your personal responsibilities in the food system of Bihar?
Which are your goals for the food system?
Who is influencing your decisions?
Who is below you in the hierarchy- who are you influencing?
Which is the biggest achievement you have made in the last 1-2 years?
Which is the worst thing you can imagine to happen to your position?
Which are the worst things that could happen to farmers?
Can you recommend a farmer that is doing especially good?

List of interviewed people:
ID
1

2

Institution
BAMETI (Bihar Agriculture
Management & Extension
Institute)
Government of Bihar

3

Government of Bihar

4

Government of Bihar

5

Government of Bihar

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

ICAR
ICAR
IARI
Veterinary Extension Service
Pusa University
BISA
KVK
Government of Bihar

Function
Director

Category
Vision maker

Deputy Director of
Agriculture
District Agricultural Officer
(DAO)
Block Agricultural Officer
(BAO)
Agricultural Technological
Manager (ATM)
Director
Head of the Division
Regional Director
Director
Director
Head
Head
Farmer advisor

Vision maker
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Vision maker
Implementer
Implementer
Knowledge generator
Knowledge generator
Knowledge generator
Knowledge generator
Knowledge generator
Knowledge generator
Advisor
Advisor

Appendix 5 – Comparing fragile, robust and antifragile
Table 2: Fragility, Robustness and Antifragility on different levels of farming landscapes
Level
Crop level

Animal level

Field level

Herd level

Farm level

Village level

State level

Fragile
Reliance on external
inputs to ensure the
crops health
Single-purpose, highyielding cow

Robust
Crop that withstands a
shock (bred for several
goals)
Dual-purpose cows

Antifragile
Hormesis in a crop

Several-purpose cows
that could survive easily
also by themselves,
without stables as they
are adapted to local
conditions
Monoculture
Mixed cropping system,
Natural (agro-)
e.g. intercropping,
ecosystems
pixelcropping etc.
Only one breed of cows, Few different breeds of Several breeds of cows
calves separated
cows, in semi-natural
kept under natural
immediately from their
circumstances
circumstances
mothers
specialized farming
Mixed farming
On- and Off-farming
activities,
Good storage capacities
on farm
No exchange between Local consumption of
Many social and
inhabitants, isolated
food
economic interactions
farmers
among farmers,
cooperatives, but
independence from
larger organisations
Top-down organization
Local, fragmented
Bottom-up organised
of laws and regulations,
organization
state
small enterprises
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Appendix 6 – Antifragility at farm level
A6.1. – Comparing fragile and antifragile farms
Having the concepts and ideas of agroecology and antifragility in mind, what would an
antifragile farm compared to a fragile farm look like? Fictional examples are given having Dutch
farms in mind. Finally, a Dutch farm is analysed concerning its antifragility.
Fragile Farm
The fragile farm does not contain any elements
of antifragility and agroecology. Looking at a
dairy farm in the Netherlands, the farm consists
of one breed of high-yielding cows, missing
optionality. The stables are closed systems and
the cows cannot go outside, which leaves them
in a very unnatural system. The farmer is the
only person in the household working on the
farm, which makes him dependent on one single
activity and leads to a lack of optionality. He has
more than three cows per hectare of land and
therefore must import a lot of feed, which makes
the conditions for the cows very unnatural and
creates dependencies. The feed he produces
himself consists of one high yielding corn
variety. The product (milk) is sold to a big dairy
company and his income completely depends on
the world market price, making the farmers’
financial situation very fragile. Milk is the only
product the farmer and his family sell. On
village level, he does not corporate with other
farmers. The farmer inherited the farm from his
grandfather but went through a process of
intensification since then. He bought better
producing cows and increased the number of
cows. Also, the machinery is completely new
and runs on fossil fuels. He does not have
possibilities to try new practices, as his budget
is quite limited and dependent on the subsidies
from the government. The drought of 2018 left
him with a very low maize yield, creating
financial problems, which shows that the farm
suffers from shocks and is not at all antifragile.

Antifragile Farm
An antifragile farm is a farm with several
components to create optionality, independence,
and stocks. On a farm in the Netherlands there
are several different animals like cows, pigs, and
chickens. They are multi-purpose breeds and
kept in agroforestry systems that copy the
natural habitats of the animals. There is also a
variety of crops that have been adapted to the
local conditions over time (like the cows and the
other animals). The farmer likes to experiment
and keeps testing different crops and animalbreeds, applying the “Trial and Error” principle.
He uses a system where the animals have
movable stables and can go on different fields at
different times. The farmer also has a camping
and a kindergarten on his farm as well as other
off-farm income sources to increase optionality
and independence from subsidies. Twice a
week, he sells his produce at a market directly to
the consumers to reconnect with them and to
become independent from the larger markets,
which is also one of the goals of agroecology.
He also sells some products to small organic
supermarkets. The way of farming is inspired by
the former owners of the farm who farmed in a
similar way, following the Lindy-strategy. The
household members work in all the different
businesses. The farm is organized in a bottomup system, where the consumers, organized in a
cooperative, can decide about what to grow and
how to manage the farm. The crops are grown in
polycultures and a lot of attention is paid to
increase the amount of organic matter in the soil.
As the farmer sells his products directly, he
benefits from environmental disasters as more
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and more people are becoming aware of the
problems of industrial agriculture. On the farm
he also has storage places where he can store his
products, inputs, and rainwater.

A6.2. - Are organic and biodynamic farming systems antifragile?
As there are different agricultural systems, they must be assessed separately. Conventional
farming systems are characterized as fragile. But what about organic agriculture?
"Organic agriculture is a production system that sustains the health of soils, ecosystems and
people. It relies on ecological processes, biodiversity and cycles adapted to local conditions, rather
than the use of inputs with adverse effects. Organic agriculture combines tradition, innovation and
science to benefit the shared environment and promote fair relationships and a good quality of life
for all involved." (Anon., n.d.).
Looking at the definition of organic agriculture, many antifragile features can be found. In
organic agriculture, farmers are less dependent on external inputs like artificial fertilizers and
pesticides. The knowledge-creation is also more based on traditions and local knowledge instead of
non-place-based research. One of the main aims in organic agriculture is to keep the soil healthy,
mainly by increasing the organic matter content. Some organic farmers are very innovative and
motivated to change the farming practices to more natural systems and apply mimicry by copying
from natural systems. The systems in which animals are kept must follow strict standards, which are
more natural than in conventional farming systems, doing better in mimicking natural systems.
Interventionism is tried to be avoided as natural systems generally need less interventions. Often,
organic farmers are eager to try new crops or animal breeds and adapt practices, and they often
practice “Trial and Error”. However, organic agriculture can also mean that no chemical fertilizers,
pesticides, and herbicides are used, but that it is still an industrial, input-dependent farm. But in
general, organic farms are more antifragile than conventional farms. The extent to which a farm is
antifragile depends also on the motivation of the farmer.
Biodynamic farms are organic farms, but with an emphasis on the integration of livestock and
crops. This creates a more circular (and therefore natural) approach to nutrients as they will be
recycled in the systems. Through proper crop rotations, nutrient inputs from outside will be reduced
(Kristiansen et al., 2006). This leads to more independence and can make the biodynamic farm more
antifragile than the organic farm.
A6.3. - Can the farm Veld en Beek be characterized as fragile, robust or antifragile?
In the following we are analysing the antifragility of a farm in the Netherlands: Veld en Beek
is a farm in the Netherlands with sustainable, agroecological approaches. The farmers try to close the
nutrient cycles as much as possible through the integration of animals and crops, which leads to a
greater independence from external inputs. As the cows, which are an old dual-purpose breed are
grazing, a fertile soil is maintained. Manure is an important source of nutrients and organic matter
and the grazing also stimulates the growth of the grasses. The stock of organic matter contributes to
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the robustness of the system, as it helps retaining water and nutrients and in case of a drought the
plants have a better access to water. The calves are growing up with their mothers which are allowed
keep their horns. The oxen are kept on several nature areas and are slaughtered after three years. On
the grasslands there are 18 different species sown to keep the cows and the soil healthy. More diversity
leads to a more antifragile system, as it contributes to increasing optionality. Besides, there are also
feed hedges around the pastures to supply the cows with even more nutrients. Flower strips are
integrated, and all these elements serve insects, mice, birds and other animals as a shelter and source
of food, leading to an increase in optionality. In the flower strips and the hedges, natural enemies of
pests find a shelter and help suppressing pests, making pesticides unnecessary. The fields are irrigated
sometimes, and half of the energy is obtained from solar panels. Vegetables that cannot be grown
outside are grown in greenhouses, which is another source of income. The products are sold through
a consumer association. The costumers are directly connected to the farmers, which is an important
feature of agroecology and reduces the dependence on external sources, in this case the market,
increasing the antifragility of the farm. The products are distributed to several points no further than
eight km away from the farm, where they can be picked up. Being member in the association also
allows the customers to decide about the production on the farm, leading to a bottom-up system.
There are no pesticides or fertilizers used and the crop production is shifted to another patch of
(former) grassland every year, avoiding the build-up of diseases. There are several people working
(full- and part-time) on the farm. The farm makes its own cheese and butter and other dairy products,
becoming even more independent from the market, which is an aspect of antifragility. Also, bread is
baked in a local bakery and sold through the supply points. Being independent from market prices
and having a lot of options in marketing makes the farming system quite antifragile. Also, the
organization as a bottom-up system and the integration of natural components like hedges and flowerstrips contribute to antifragility, although it is not a completely natural system yet. The farmer is quite
innovative and tries new practices such as turning the stable into a greenhouse in the summer,
practising “Trial and Error”, constantly experimenting with new practices and adapting to the local
conditions. The farm seems to have also has a lot of storage facilities and off-farm income. The design
of the farm is very connected to the former design of the farm, following the Lindy-Effect. On the
farm, also several social events take place (Beek, 2019). The farm is a good example for an antifragile
farming system as it is very similar to the fictive antifragile farm above.
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Appendix 7 - Antifragility at village & state level
So far, characterization has taken place mainly at farm level. But what about antifragility at
the level of a village, a region, or a state? What would an antifragile village, region or state look like?
Looking at the fragility and antifragility of individual farmers, a co-operative is a first step to
reduce the farmer’s fragility. Cooperatives with shared storage facilities (to increase stocks), common
land and a certain affinity for experimentation (to increase optionality) are antifragile. When several
farmers cooperate, they can perform more “Trial and Error”, as the risk for one single farmer is
reduced. The social and economic networks are well developed and there is a diversity of farming
systems leading to increased optionality. Value-creation at the cooperative level by processing the
own products leads to greater independence from the market. Farmers come together regularly and
exchange the local experiences from their trials. The village is organized in a bottom-up system with
the farmers organizing themselves. Sharing machinery often includes also sharing labour to avoid
conflicts in the timing of the use of the machines. Also, the farming systems diversity is increased
through co-operations between specialized farmers (transfer of manure, feed crops etc.). Products that
are waste can often be used in cooperatives while a single farmer might not be able to use it. The
sharing of practical, place-based knowledge and local adaptation is increased (Lucas et al., 2019) and
other forms of cooperation include a sharing pool for inputs and storage facilities, seeds, grain drying
machines, collective marketing, exchange of resources or shared facilities to produce energy.
However, attention is paid to the problem of creating antifragility on costs of others. An example for
cooperatives is found in France, where farmers started producing more legumes after a significant
increase in feed and fertilizer prices in 2007. The cooperative allows them to try these new techniques
as it gives them more investment capacities and capacities to experiment (Lucas et al., 2019).
Decisions are met in a bottom-up approach and independences from larger units should be created. A
fragile village instead consists of several separated, non-connected farmers who all produce only one
product. Everyone buys his own machinery, and nothing is shared among the members. They do not
take new opportunities and are locked-in in the system. They are dependent on the state and other
bigger institutions.
At an even higher level of the state, the bottom-up approach still applies. As Taleb (2012)
describes, there should be expiration dates to politicians and the direction of politics should be revised
whenever a new decision is taken. In an antifragile policy-system, there are always several options
so that in case one of the options fails, another one can take its place and improve the system. The
interactions between different levels and components are important. Furthermore, emphasis lies on
the reconnection between production and consumption as this reduces the independence on the market
prices. Also, the politicians are directly connected to the farmers and learn from their experiences to
improve the policies they are going to implement. The organization of the system is always a “work
in progress” and lock-ins are avoided. The vision of economics changes from agents in informationrich environments to a vision of economics being the study of reasonably bright individuals in
information-poor environments. Also studies about evolutionary economics emphasize uncertainty,
dynamics and bounded rationality (Hodgson, 2007).
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Appendix 8 - Minimum Support Price in India
India’s food policy is mainly meant to reduce food insecurity. One of the main components is
the Minimum Support Price (MSP), which is meant to cover at least 50% of the production costs of
24 crops. In case the world market price falls below the MSP, the government promises to buy the
produce at the announced MSP. It transfers the risk of production from the farmers to the government
(Kozicka et al., 2017). But it creates dependence and makes farmers grow mainly rice and wheat,
because for the other crops, the MSP is not effective. Therefore, farmers’ optionality is reduced, and
they become more fragile. The state stores the produced grains to guarantee supply and subsidised
prices for the poor (Kozicka et al., 2017). The high MSP and trade restrictions lead to the government
buying a big share of the produced wheat and rice. In recent years, the MSP was mostly higher than
market prices, leading to an accumulation of stocks. As there are no clear rules about the release of
stocks, food prices are increasing, and private stocks are being marginalised in the recent years. In
2013, 67% of the population was dependent on subsidised food.
Other side-effects of the MSP are the reduce in production of less water-intensive crops which affects
the groundwater-management negatively in some regions. Furthermore, the state is procuring more
than what is required and part of it is wasted. The MSP does not manage to reach everyone and only
in some regions, products are sold to public procurement agencies, but mainly from large farmers,
leaving the smaller ones behind (Seth, 2018). Due to these circumstances, a more controversial
discussion about MSP is needed.
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